Subcellular action of Neocarzinostatin. Intracellular incorporation, DNA breakdown and cytotoxicity.
The subcellular site of action of a proteinaceous antitumor antibiotic neocarzinostatin (NCS) was studied using normal human lymphocytes, Epstein-Barr virus transformed lymphoblastoid cells, osmotically burst lymphoblastoid cells, and colicin E1 plasmid DNA. The rate of DNA strand break in these different types of DNA was found to be in the following order: Colicin DNA > burst cell DNA > lymphoblastoid cell DNA > normal lymphocyte DNA. Furthermore, fluorescence microscopy revealed that lymphoblastoid cells incorporated more fluorescein isothiocyanate labeled NCS than normal cells. High uptake of NCS in lymphoblastoid cells coincided with a high killing rate; low uptake of NCS in lymphocytes resulted in very little cell killing. Uptake velocity using fluorescein diacetate (FDA) also showed that the lymphoblastoid cells exhibited a higher uptake of FDA coinciding with a higher killing rate. The cell killing activity of NCS appears to be closely associated with the rate of intracellular uptake of NCS and subsequent direct degradation of DNA by the drug. This notion is reinforced by the reported finding that the dose required for DNA strand scission is only about 1/100 of that for the inhibition of cap formation. Thus DNA strand scission, rather than the cell membrane, appears to be the primary target of NCS. Enhanced incorporation of many substances is commonly observed upon transformation of cells by viruses, and our present results may provide an important clue toward the explanation of the selective toxicity toward tumor cells of NCS.